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Abstract

Research on data generation and augmentation
has been focused majorly on enhancing gen-
eration models, leaving a notable gap in the
exploration and refinement of methods for eval-
uating synthetic data. There are several text
similarity metrics within the context of gener-
ated data filtering which can impact the per-
formance of specific Natural Language Under-
standing (NLU) tasks, specifically focusing on
intent and sentiment classification. In this study,
we propose RankAug, a text-ranking approach
that detects and filters out the top augmented
texts in terms of being most similar in meaning
with lexical and syntactical diversity. Through
experiments conducted on multiple datasets,
we demonstrate that the judicious selection of
filtering techniques can yield a substantial im-
provement of up to 35% in classification accu-
racy for under-represented classes.

1 Introduction

Recent advances in Large Language Models have
brought along incredible progress in a wide range
of NLU tasks. However, for domain specific tasks,
fine-tuned models can bridge the performance gap
with data Wu et al. (2023) but such domains are
often low resource in nature and data collection can
be quite difficult. This is where data augmentation
techniques come into play, boosting model perfor-
mance for a given supervised task by generating
novel data points that are similar in characteristics
to the available data.

There have been a large number of metrics
created to evaluate data augmentation which are
mostly focused on the performance of generation
models Zhu et al. (2018) Kim et al. (2020) Liu
et al. (2020) Sun et al. (2020). We explore vari-
ous methods to evaluate and filter generated para-
phrases Golovneva et al. (2022) to get high qual-
ity augmentations. Most of the prior work in this
domain makes use of metrics that only take into

consideration the word or embedding level similar-
ity of the generated utterance. Popular metrics like
BLEU score Papineni et al. (2002), Recall-Oriented
Understudy for Gisting Evaluation (ROUGE) Lin
(2004) (Lin, 2004), and Metric for Evaluation
of Translation with Explicit Ordering (METEOR)
Banerjee and Lavie (2005) use n-gram based com-
parison. This type of evaluation is limited to a
one-dimensional analysis of augmentation as high-
quality data provides both contextual similarity as
well as lexical diversity McCarthy et al. (2009)
to the original text. To ensure this, we propose a
text ranking method that outperforms other popu-
larly used metrics to get top quality augmentations
that aid in better training of models on downstream
tasks. This method can be extended to any data aug-
mentation model for evaluation and is independent
of the training model as well.

Despite a variety of approaches for augmented
data evaluation, there is no golden standard Bhan-
dari et al. (2020), the real value of the generated
data can be only evaluated through downstream
tasks, for example by estimating how much perfor-
mance improvement synthetic data can bring to the
targeted supervised NLU task. In our case, we test
our ranking and filtering mechanism on multiple su-
pervised classification based scenarios for skewed
datasets. It shows a consistent improvement across
different experimental setups and datasets com-
pared to the standard filtering metrics. Finally, our
method 1 is also extended to a German dataset, to
show that it can be applied not only to English but
also to other languages.

2 Related Works

In recent years, data augmentation and generation
techniques have gained significant attention in ma-
chine learning research. These techniques play
a crucial role in enhancing the performance and

1https://github.com/whopriyam/
Text-Augmentation-Filtering
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robustness of various models across different do-
mains. Augmentation techniques, in general, have
been traditionally used in many downstream com-
puter vision task Kingma and Welling (2013) uses
Variational Autoencoders to encode the data exam-
ples to a latent representation and then new sam-
ples were generated from that latent space, which
employs patch based augmentation. Alexey et al.
(2016) uses rule based image transformations to
generate more data for improving performance of
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) on feature
learning tasks.

Text generation has been studied extensively
leading to computational linguistics and diverse
methods being suggested ever since. Sentence
structures are very different and these diversities ex-
pand in different types of social media which makes
text generation harder. Rule based techniques like
word replacement using Finite State Transducers
Rastogi et al. (2016) and synonym swap Şahin and
Steedman (2019) have been some of the initial at-
tempts at generating synthetic texts. Most such
rule based methods suffer from a lack of sentence
structure variation and loss of semantic context.

Multiple efforts have been made recently to use
generative models too for text augmentation. Exist-
ing augmentation methods work at different gran-
ularity levels - characters, words, sentences, and
documents. Yu et al. (2018) and Hou et al. (2018)
use sequence-to-sequence generation for enhanc-
ing model performance in back translation and text
transfer domains. Ding et al. (2020) proposes a
novel approach to utilize generative augmentation
for fine-grained and token-level entity tagging tasks.
Pre-trained masked language models (MLMs) like
BERT Devlin et al. (2018), T5 Raffel et al. (2020)
and AugGPT Dai et al. (2023), which internally
uses ChatGPT, can be used for contextual augmen-
tation too. Since MLMs are pre-trained on a large
number of texts, contextual augmentation can usu-
ally generate meaningful new texts.

3 Data

In our experiments, we make use of two datasets
- Airline Travel Information System (ATIS) from
the Microsoft Cognitive Toolkit (CNTK) Hemphill
et al. (1990), an intent classification dataset, Hate
Speech from a white supremacist forum de Gibert
et al. (2018), a sentiment analysis dataset and Ama-
zon Multilingual Reviews Keung et al. (2020), a
product reviews corpus. All of these are standard

datasets, ideal for setting benchmarks on classifica-
tion tasks.

• ATIS dataset - It consists of a set of spoken
utterances in the context of airline informa-
tion, classified into one of 26 intents with 127
slot labels. It is important to note that the
intent distribution within the ATIS dataset ex-
hibits a significant imbalance, with over 70%
of the data allocated to atis flight intent, while
other intents contain a notably lower number
of utterances.

• Hate Speech dataset - It consists user gener-
ated hate speech content from Stormfront, a
white supremacist platform, manually anno-
tated by human labellers. There is a high data
imbalance here too, with 86% of the texts be-
longing to "no hate" and 14% belonging to
"hate" sentiment.

• Multilingual Amazon Reviews Corpus - It
consists of over one million product reviews
in 6 languages, ranging from 1 to 5 stars, for
multilingual text classification collected be-
tween November 1, 2015 and November 1,
2019. Due to the data being sufficiently large
in size, we limit our experiments to 0.5% i.e
1000 samples, of the German reviews subset,
while maintaining equal distribution across all
5 classes.

4 Filtering methods

4.1 Existing metrics
Existing filtering metrics are efficient in assessing
the quality and relevance of text content. They
are of majorly two types - word based and embed-
ding based filtering. These methods excel in their
ability to capture semantic and syntactic similari-
ties between texts, making them a preferred choice
for evaluating the performance of augmented sen-
tences. We evaluate 5 such metrics:

• SacreBLEU: Though is primarily used for
evaluating machine translation quality, it can
also be applied to filter and rank text based on
translation relevance by calculating the BLEU
score, which measures the similarity between
the reference and the candidate sentence, by
measuring the linguistic similarity and fluency
of the text Post (2018). The higher the number
of overlapping n-grams between candidates
and source sentences, the lower the score.
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Dataset # # # samples # samples # samples
Classes samples before filtering after after

RankAug-3 RankAug-5
ATIS Intent 26 4978 38358 9985 13323
Hate Speech 2 9666 16626 11754 13146

German Reviews 5 1000 11000 4000 6000

Table 1: Benchmarking datasets

• Levenshtein distance: In order to augmenta-
tions most similar in structure and word dis-
tribution, we use this metric. It quantifies the
minimum number of single-character edits (in-
sertions, deletions, or substitutions) required
to transform one text string into another Yu-
jian and Bo (2007). The lower the score, the
more similar is the reference text to the source
text.

• Rouge-L: evaluates the performance of a gen-
erated text by comparing it to one or more
reference texts. It considers the recall, or the
ability of a generated text to capture essen-
tial information from the references, while
also penalizing excessive word overlap. Lin
(2004).

• Meteor: It offers a holistic evaluation by con-
sidering precision, recall, stemming, and syn-
onymy, resulting in a more human-like as-
sessment of text quality Banerjee and Lavie
(2005). The adaptability it provides to differ-
ent languages and domains makes it a good
metric to rank and filter text according to its
linguistic and semantic similarity to a refer-
ence.

• BERTScore: It leverages the pre-trained con-
textual embeddings from BERT and matches
words in candidate and reference sentences
by cosine similarity. This enables us to filter
sentences that might be completely different
in word measure, synonym match, sentence
structure, etc but could be semantically similar
in meaning Zhang* et al. (2020).

4.2 RankAug

We propose RankAug, a ranking method that ac-
counts for both similarity and diversity to filter high
quality augmentations.

4.2.1 Semantic Similarity
To measure semantic similarity we utilise
BERTScore which calculates similarity scores by
aligning the paraphrase ui and original sentence
u on a token-level basis. This alignment process
follows a greedy approach, aiming to optimize the
cosine similarity between contextualized token em-
beddings obtained from BERT. A higher score in-
dicates a higher semantic relevance and we denote
this as Rsi which represents the semantic rank of
the ith paraphrase for a generated data point.

4.2.2 Diversity
Diversity as an evaluation metric is often over-
looked when measuring paraphrase quality. We
propose self-Levenshtein (Self -LD) to compute
the diversity between a generated paraphrase and
both the original sentence as well as the remaining
paraphrases. This is derived from self-bleu Zhu
et al. (2018) and computes the average word-level
Levenshtein distance (LD) i.e word error rate Mor-
ris et al. (2004) across the remaining paraphrases
u′ and the mean is selected as the final score.

Self − LD = mean(Lev(ui, u
′)) (1)

This is done for every generated paraphrase with
a high score indicating a higher level of diversity
and the paraphrases are ranked accordingly with
Rdi representing the diversity rank.

4.2.3 Final Ranking
After scores for both diversity and semantic similar-
ity are generated for each paraphrase, we consider
the ranking of each paraphrase based on these two
criteria. We consider the harmonic mean of the
generated scores to compute our final rank Ri.

Ri =
2 ∗Rsi ∗Rdi

(Rsi +Rdi)
(2)

To utilize this final rank to filter out the best para-
phrases. For our experiments, we select n=3,5 val-
ues where n denotes the number of samples ranked
from top i.e. top n samples.
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Filtering # augmentations Accuracy
method filtered per sample (n) ATIS Hate Speech German Reviews
Baseline 98.25% 63% 50.3%

No filtering 97.35% 68.2% 48.4%
RankAug 5 99.625% 74.1% 54.2%

3 98.75% 70.25% 51.4%
Bleu 5 99.14% 69.8% 52.1%

3 98.60% 65% 45.2%
BertScore 5 99.00% 70.9% 50.1%

3 98.45% 68.3% 49.4%
Levenshtein 5 99.375% 70% 47.8%

3 99.15% 69% 45.6%
Rouge 5 99.12% 72% 52.2%

3 98.70% 70.5% 49.4%
Meteor 5 99.00% 65.7% 46.8%

3 98.25% 66.4% 42.8%

Table 2: Overall Accuracy for different filtering methods

5 Experiments

In this section, we describe the experimental setup
for benchmark tests along with the sentence gener-
ation pipeline.

5.1 Sentence Generation
Data sparsity is a frequent problem for several NLU
tasks as collecting the necessary quantities of high-
quality labeled data for model training is frequently
a challenging and expensive task, along with the
risks of the generative model becoming too large
Bender et al. (2021). We undertake the task to pro-
duce artificial data that can be utilized to enhance
NLU model training. We use the original train-
ing data from the corpora as a source to the data
generation model.

For augmenting the English sentences, we lever-
aged Google’s transformer-based Pegasus model
Zhang et al. (2020) for text augmentation. Pegasus
internally uses self-supervised gap sentence genera-
tion for better abstraction performance by masking
important tokens and applying ROGUE-n selection.
It was pre-trained on the Colossal Common Crawl
C4 Dodge et al. (2021) dataset. We used a pre-
trained Pegasus model fine-tuned on Google Paws
Yang et al. (2019), which is a paraphrasing dataset
as a one-to-one sentence generator. By limiting the
paraphrase token length limit, abstracting from a
short sentence, the model paraphrases the text to a
semantically similar sentence.

For German text augmentation, we use a pivot-
based back translation pipeline Cai et al. (2021).

In this process, the input texts are first translated
to pivots and then paraphrases are generated. The
German texts are first converted to English, which
are then used as a pivot to generate the required
paraphrases.

5.2 Downstream Task

For the purpose of evaluating the quality of gener-
ated text, we chose a text classification task. We use
BERT-base embeddings for ATIS and Hate speech
classification and, Bert-base multilingual embed-
dings for classifying the German Amazon reviews.
Both models are trained for 4 epochs along with a
batch size of 16 and a learning rate of 2e-5. Adding
the corpus augmented with paraphrase improves
the performance, which shows that it helps train-
ing even when fine-tuning the pre-trained language
model. We average out the results from 3 runs for
each scenario. Performance changes through data
augmentation are significant, especially when the
baseline accuracy is less, which is evident as shown
in Table 5.

6 Results

For the ATIS and Hate Speech datasets, which are
imbalanced datasets, we generate paraphrases for
each underrepresented data point. This excludes
the atis flight and not hate classes for ATIS and hate
speech respectively. This gives us around 38358 for
ATIS and 16626 samples in total for hate speech.
However, models trained using the original data
and every generated paraphrase result in a decrease
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in performance, highlighting the importance of us-
ing quality data points.

We then apply different filtering methods on the
generated data. All our filtering methods showcase
a consistent improvement on both datasets and out-
perform the baseline. As evident in Table 5, our
method shows consistent improvement on the ATIS
dataset and four other filtering methods show bet-
ter results across both datasets as compared to the
baseline. This shows that by utilizing less than
half of the generated data we can outperform the
baseline.

Intent Train Test Base- Rank
line Aug-5

airfare 385 48 95.83% 97.92%
service 230 36 94.44% 100%
flight 3309 632 98.25% 99.47%

abbre- 130 33 96.96% 100%
viation
airline 139 38 94.74% 100%

Table 3: RankAug-5 performance on ATIS dataset on
top 5 intents

Senti- Train Test Base- Rank
ment line Aug-5
Hate 696 500 19.02% 54.78%

Not hate 8970 500 97.60% 100%

Table 4: RankAug-5 performance on Hate speech
dataset per sentiment

Rating Train Test Base- Rank
line Aug-5

1 star 200 100 52% 61%
2 star 200 104 41.34% 54.81%
3 star 200 105 39.12% 49.91%
4 star 200 99 29.29% 34.34%
5 star 200 92 76.04% 75.89%

Table 5: RankAug-5 performance on German Reviews
dataset per rating

Comparing against the different metrics, our
method gives an increased performance for both
datasets in n=5 filtered setting. For n=3, our fil-
tering method comes close to matching the top
performer. Across all 3 datasets, our method shows
the best overall performance showing an increase
compared to both the baseline performance and the

no-filtering setting. In the case of ATIS and Ger-
man review datasets, it can also be noted that no
filtering augmentation setting actually reduces the
performance when compared to the baseline. This
essentially infers the fact that just adding augmen-
tations does not necessarily improve performance
but the generated text being of good quality is what
yields good results on downstream tasks.

In Tables 2 and 3, we can see the performance
improvement across different classes. We also
extend our work on a balanced but a low resource
German dataset. Our filtering method outperforms
all other methods for both settings indicating that
RankAug is adaptable to other languages as well.

7 Conclusion

When working with low resource and unbalanced
datasets, data augmentation can significantly im-
prove performance. However, it is crucial to have
quality augmented data. We explored and evaluated
a number of popular evaluation metrics for aug-
mented data filtering and proposed our own method
for ranking and filtering quality paraphrases. Our
method, along with similarity also accounts for
paraphrase diversity and achieves the best overall
performance across multiple datasets while utiliz-
ing nearly half the total augmented data. Along
with this, we also observe a consistent increase
in performance of the underrepresented classes of
the datasets explored achieving up to 35% increase
in accuracy. We show that our approach can be
extended to other languages as well as other var-
ied domains to improve downstream performance
and as a future work, we aim to benchmark these
methods on more downstream tasks.

Limitations

While we achieve improvements in the datasets
selected,wh the methods required to generate para-
phrases can be very resource heavy. Along with
this, BERTScore also requires GPU resources and
is time consuming to use especially when a large
amount of augmented data is present. For testing,
we only consider downstream classification tasks
which limit our evaluation as other tasks can have
different requirements that our method is not able
to encompass and should be explored.
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